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Background: According to World Health Organization (WHO) reports, the prevalence of smoking is increasing in many developing countries, including Egypt. The aim of this study is to summarize the published data in the literature about tobacco smoking in Egypt.

Methods: A computerized literature search of PubMed and relevant Egyptian journals was conducted using the relevant keywords. The findings of retrieved studies were extracted and discussed in a narrative approach.

Results: Our search retrieved 44 relevant studies. The most updated prevalence of tobacco smoking in Egypt is 22% in 2010 and is increasing. Highly significant odds ratios were reported for sibling, parent, and peer smoking as risk factors for smoking. Cardiovascular disorders, malignant tumors, and erectile dysfunction are common complications of smoking in the Egyptian population. Efforts to control tobacco smoking are available, but inadequate.

Conclusions: Tobacco smoking is a prevalent health problem in Egypt, associated with cardiovascular disorders and malignant tumors. Health education programmes should be delivered through mass media and school-based programmes to reach a large section of the Egyptian population.
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Introduction

Tobacco smoking is a major avoidable cause of morbidity and is estimated to cause 450 million deaths in the next 50 years (1). According to WHO reports, smoking is currently responsible for six million premature deaths every year, of which 600 000 individuals die from the effects of second-hand smoke (2). Considering the combination of poor resources and the health and financial burdens of smoking, it is essential for developing countries to battle smoking and its risk factors.

Smoking is an established risk factor for esophageal, bladder, renal and pancreatic cancers (3). In females, smoking has been recognized as an independent risk factor for cervical cancer, and is reported to accelerate menopause through its anti-estrogen effect (4). Both the American heart association (AHA) and the American Stroke Association (ASA) strongly recommended smokers to consider smoking cessation to avoid ischemic stroke and subarachnoid hemorrhage (5,6). Moreover, smoking is a risk factor for communicable diseases such as tuberculosis and lower respiratory tract infections (7).

Egypt is a developing country that exhibits an increase in the extent of smoking in its population (8). From Egyptian smokers, 95% are smoking daily. In 2004, almost 170 000 tobacco-related deaths took place in Egypt (9). Aside of years of potential life lost, approximately 3.4 billion Egyptian pounds a year are spent in dealing with tobacco-related health problems (10).

Approximately 21% of the Egyptian population is within the age range of 15 to 24 years; however, the increasing prevalence of tobacco use among Egyptians threatens this demographic (11). Although the annual population growth in Egypt is 2%, the number of smokers in Egypt is estimated to increase by 8% each year (10,12). The principal law for smoking prevention in Egypt was released in 1981 (Law No. 52) and several tobacco legislations were released later to supplement it including Law No. 85 (2002), Law No. 154 (2007), and Law No. 443 (2008) (13).

Many studies have been conducted to evaluate tobacco smoking prevalence, risk factors, complications, and prevention efforts in different countries. However, studies addressing smoking in Egypt are scarce. Moreover, no former study have gathered the available data about smoking prevalence, risk factors, complication and control measures in Egypt. These data have been described separately in the literature. Therefore, we performed a scoping literature review of published reports with the goal of summarizing the situation and forming a genuine idea about smoking in Egypt.
Methods

Using Arksey’s and O’Malley’s scoping review methodology as a guide (9); we searched MEDLINE through PubMed, Current Psychiatry Journal, and Egyptian Psychiatry Journal through May 2015 for relevant studies. Different combinations from the following keywords: (Smoking OR tobacco OR nicotine use) AND (Prevalence OR risk factors OR cessation OR quit* OR control OR prevention OR treatment OR complications OR consequences) AND Egypt* were used.

We limited our literature search to published research articles that reported original data or secondary analysis results of surveys, conducted by national or international organizations. Studies were classified into five groups: 1) studies reporting smoking prevalence, 2) studies assessing the risk factors of smoking, 3) studies assessing smoking related complications, 4) treatment of tobacco (nicotine) dependence, and 5) prevention of tobacco smoking in Egypt. Two authors independently selected relevant studies. Eligibility screening was performed in a couple of steps: the first one was to screen abstracts for eligibility and in the next step, full-text articles of eligible abstracts were retrieved and screened.

Data of eligible studies were extracted independently by six authors using a standardized data extraction form. The extracted data included the following: 1) characters of study design, 2) characters of study population, 3) study outcomes: smoking prevalence, risk factors, complications, treatment, and prevention. Data were exported from the online form to an excel sheet, and another author resolved disagreements.

Results

Our search retrieved 218 unique citations. After screening titles and abstracts of these records, 92 full text articles were retrieved and screened. Of them, 44 full text articles were included in this study (Table 1). The retrieved studies included 33 cross-sectional studies (surveys), 9 case-control studies, 1 clinical trial, and 1 secondary analysis of the GATS report. Of the 44 studies, 33 were conducted in Egypt only and 11 were conducted in multiple countries including Egypt.

Prevalence

The prevalence of smoking in Egypt in 2010 was 22% (approximately 11 504 500 individuals) and is increasing (2). Although the annual population growth in Egypt is 2%, the number of smokers in Egypt is estimated to increase by 8% each year (10,12). The results of individual
studies showed a prevalence rate of tobacco smoking in Egypt that ranged from 19.7% in the Global Adult Tobacco Survey (GATS) (15) report to 30% in Egyptian population-based studies (16). These variations in the prevalence rates of smoking could be due to recruiting different populations, different age range of respondents, different survey years and settings, and using different diagnostic criteria or rating scales. Lower educational status, being between ages 25–64 and being employed predicted a higher risk of tobacco use (17).

As indicated in Table 1c, smoking prevalence is much less among females than males. Men (38.1%, 95% CI [36.8–39.4]) are much more likely to use tobacco (0.6%, 95% CI [0.4 to 0.9]) than women. Almost 96% of men, who use tobacco, do so daily. Men are more likely to use manufactured cigarettes (31.8%, 95% CI [30.6 to 33.1]) than shisha (6.2%, 95% CI [5.6 to 6.9]) or smokeless tobacco (4.1%, 95% CI [3.4 to 4.8]). Few women use tobacco (cigarettes (0.2%), shisha (0.3%) and smokeless tobacco (0.3%); however, all women who currently smoke shisha do so daily.

It is important to note that: 1) the numbers of smokers in Egypt has doubled over the past 15 years (2); 2) smoking prevalence increases with age (18); 3) tobacco use is more common among males that are the less educated and of a lower socioeconomic class (2,19); 4) the most updated epidemiology on shisha smoking in Egypt (2013) indicates that approximately 3.3% of the Egyptian population (6.2% of males and 0.3% of females) use shisha (20); and 5) tobacco smoking is more prevalent among males than females; however, the numbers of females smoking has increased rapidly in the last few years due to increased exposure to western culture and increased numbers of working women (2,21,22).

The current gaps in the literature concerning tobacco smoking in Egypt are:

1. Insufficient data available on smoking among youth in rural communities where majority of the Egyptian population resides.
2. Heterogenous data about the age of smoking initiation among adolescents and youth (ranging from 15 to 22.5 years in the included reports). Determining the age of initiation is important because late initiators are more capable of quitting and this knowledge can determine the appropriate timing of awareness interventions.
3. All data in the included cross-sectional studies were self-reported; therefore, the cultural traditions in Egypt and fear of shame could have underestimated the smoking prevalence, especially among females and adolescents. In this regard, the Population Council conducted a survey in 2009 that concluded 26% of Egyptian youth reported smoking; however, these figures are suggested to underestimate the actual prevalence since another study reported 42.2% of male and 5% of female youth admitted that their peers smoke.
Risk factors

Recognizing the risk factors for initiation of tobacco use among the Egyptian population is essential to guide planning of prevention programmes and define the appropriate timing of intervention with awareness campaigns. Several studies have investigated this point and concluded that neuroticism, depression, advertising, parental smoking, friends’ smoking, and paid work were the main risk factors for tobacco use in Egypt (Table 2).

Although several studies have focused on the risk actors for smoking in the Egyptian community, few studies have targeted to identify the protective factors against smoking initiation. Loffredo et al. Classified these factors into: 1) intrinsic factors such as health reasons and self-esteem, and 2) extrinsic factors such as religious beliefs, family influences, and prevention messages of control programmes. The influence of these factors needs to be further investigated and exploited to enhance prevention programs (27).

Complications of smoking

Cardiovascular system complications such as atherosclerosis and hypertension, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), cancer bladder, pancreatic cancer, erectile dysfunction, spermatic malformation, and fetal exposure to nicotine were the commonly reported complications of smoking in Egypt.

In the study by Abdallah et al. (34), which included a population of 4733 subjects, 42.3% of the study population were smokers. Of them, 41% were atherosclerotic – 60.9% asymptomatic and 39.1% symptomatic. In a study by Youssef et al. (24) that included a population of 316 subjects, 43.6% were smokers. Smoking was significantly associated with the risk of developing hypertension.

Tageldin et al. (35) conducted a cross-sectional study which included 9804 subjects from Egypt and showed a clear correlation between cumulative exposure to cigarette smoke and the frequency of COPD-related symptoms, suggesting that smoking remains a major risk factor for COPD.

A case-control study by Lafuente et al. (36) showed that smokers with metabolic deficiency, namely Glutathione S-transferase Mu1, have a 4.8 fold increase in the risk of developing squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) of the bladder. Makhyoun et al. (37) performed a case-control
study that found the frequency of heavy smoking was 32.2% for bladder cancer patients, compared with 14.9% in the control group. However, this difference was not noteworthy except at the age group of 40 to 49 years. Another case control study by Zheng et al. (38) showed that smoking cigarettes had a significant association with the increased risk of urinary bladder cancer with an adjusted odds ratio of 1.8 (95% CI [1.4 to 2.2]). Smokers had a significantly elevated risk of both urinary transitional and squamous cell carcinoma, with an OR of 2.9 (95% CI [2.1 to 3.9]) and 1.8 (95% CI [1.2 to 2.6]), respectively.

A case-control study by An-chi Lo et al. (39) showed that smoking increased the risk of pancreatic cancer with an OR of 4.5 (95%CI [1.9-10.7]) for smokers who ever smoked cigarettes only, and an OR of 7.8 (95%CI [3.0 to 20.6]) for smokers who ever used multiple types of tobacco smoking.

In a case-control study by Elbendary et al. (40), the investigators recruited patients with persistent symptoms of erectile dysfunction (ED) for at least 6 months or more. Smokers were found to be at an increased risk for developing ED than nonsmokers in univariate as well as multivariate analyses (P = 0.05). This result was confirmed in the following year by the findings of Zedan et al. (41) that smoking significantly elevated the ED risk with an OR of 3.1.

Taha et al. (42) demonstrated that smokers with varicocele (Vx) had an incidence of oligospermia that was ten times larger than that of nonsmokers with Vx, and five times larger than that in males who smoked but devoid of Vx. They demonstrated that smoking has a negative effect on sperm DNA fragmentation, hypoosmotic swelling test (HOS) test, seminal Zinc level, and sperm progressive motility.

In a cross-sectional study among smoking pregnant mothers, there was a considerable positive association between cotinine meconial levels and both maternal salivary and urinary cotinine levels (43). Meconium is a perfect biomarker for testing direct fetal exposure to tobacco use during the neonatal phase. Tobacco exposure was also proven to cause premature birth and intrauterine growth retardation (IUGR) (44).

**Treatment of tobacco use (smoking cessation)**

**Pharmacological and psychological interventions**

Adding a pharmacological treatment is one of the relatively recent methods to help tobacco users stop. Bolliger et al. performed a randomized placebo-controlled trial to evaluate the efficacy and tolerability of varenicline in smokers from 11 countries, including Egypt. The
continuous abstinence rate (CAR) from the 9th to the 12th week was notably higher with varenicline administration, compared to placebo (53.59% vs. 18.69%; \( P \)).

Bassiouny et al. (45) reported that the abstinence rate among smokers after using nicotine patches for nine weeks was 50.6%, 28% after six months and 25.8% at the end of the year. A third study (46) found that 47% of Egyptian smokers in their sample were able to quit smoking for three months after six sessions of counseling. Based on these studies, both pharmacological and psychological interventions were helpful for smokers, not only to quit, but also to maintain their abstinence for a long time.

**Factors affecting smoking cessation**

The literature suggests that multiple psychological, personal, genetic, and social factors might influence smoking cessation. Studying these factors will help selecting patients in smoking cessation programmes. In addition, individuals at higher risk of relapse are expected to receive additional social, psychological, or medical interventions to reduce their likelihood of relapse.

In a study by El-Hayawan et al. (46), previous attempts at smoking cessation were reported by 76% of the study participants. They found that 79.4% of subjects decided to stop smoking due to health concerns. In a cross-sectional survey in Alexandria governorate, Youssef et al. (47) formulated a predictive model for quitting smoking based on marital status, age of starting smoking, duration of tobacco use, presence of chronic health problems, and awareness of the benefits of smoking cessation. This model could correctly classify 89.3% of ex-smokers.

Bishry et al. tested the association between the personality type as measured by Character Inventory-125 (TCI-125), temperament and motivation to quit smoking (48). There was no statistically considerable difference between the non-motivated and the motivated groups in terms of smoking pattern or the Fagerstrom severity index. Moreover, There was no difference of a statistical significance between both the “Motivated, Non-relapsed” and the “Motivated, Relapsed” groups in the Fagerstrom severity index and the pattern of smoking. Correlation between the two groups (the motivated and the non-motivated) showed that there was a statistically considerable difference between the motivated group and the non-motivated group in novelty seeking

\( (P = 0.04) \), persistence (PS) \( (P = 0.04) \), and cooperativeness (C) \( (P = 0.05) \). The novel findings in this study, concerning the association between personality profile and smoking, could be useful to develop innovative treatments for tobacco dependence and design therapeutic programs for different individuals.
Smoking cessation and health care workers

Physicians should offer counseling, nicotine substitution therapy, and oral smoking cessation medications as alternative options to tobacco smoking. In El-Kasr El-Ainy Hospital, a survey study by Radwan et al. (49) examined the knowledge of health care professionals and employees about tobacco control policies in Egypt. Findings of this study were that the majority (>90%) of the hospital employees knew the mere exposure to second-hand smoke is hazardous to health. Nurses and physicians had a more favourable attitude towards a smoking ban, when compared to administrative staff members. Hospital staff identified several barriers to the successful implementation of smoking prevention measures such as lack of enforcement of tobacco control laws, lack of penalties for those who violate them, the shortage of smoking cessation programmes, and the prevalence of smoking among physicians.

In another study in the Family Medicine Practice Centers (FMC), affiliated to Suez Canal University Hospitals, Abdelsatar et al. (50) examined family physicians' knowledge, attitudes, and practice of smoking cessation counseling. Practice scores of family physicians were assessed based on their sources of knowledge, receiving any formal training, and their perception of competency in smoking cessation counseling. Multiple choice questions were used for assessing their knowledge about the 5As approach (Ask about tobacco use every time, Advise tobacco users to quit, Assess willingness to make a quit attempt, Assist in moving the individual toward a successful quit attempt, and Arrange for follow-up contact) and pharmacologic methods of smoking cessation aid. Attitudes were assessed using a six item questionnaire on the importance of the topic, physician’s readiness to perform counseling, and four other items adapted from a questionnaire (developed by the WHO Global Health Professionals Survey). They found that 94.7% of physicians were nonsmokers and 38.7% met one to five smoker patients daily. The majority of family physicians had favourable attitude scores (93.3%) about smoking cessation counseling, coupled with poor practice and knowledge scores (44% and 45.3% respectively).

The most frequent patient-related barrier, according to family physicians in their sample, was their own desire (62.7%), while that related to the physician was their lack of training (32%). More than half of family physicians (53%) suggested training to enhance smoking cessation counseling skills. Most of the physicians (88%) in this study sample responded that they were not prepared to perform smoking cessation counseling. Lack of training and time were among the barriers that call for further organization support and training intervention to improve the quality of the counseling service. This warrants the integration of effective tobacco-smoking control policies and quitting support into the study curricula of nursing and medical schools, in addition to providing cessation counseling training for both nurses and physicians.

Predictors of relapse of tobacco smoking
Bassiouny and colleagues studied patients receiving nicotine patches (45). They found that smokers who were more dependent, depressed, and less motivated for smoking cessation showed the highest rate of relapse. Therefore, they suggested that depressed or non-motivated smokers should receive additional psychological and social support while attempting to quit smoking. Another study evaluated the state–trait anxiety variable as a predictor of maintained smoking cessation (51). Results of this study showed that the anxiety trait, but not anxiety state, was a significant predictor ($P = 0.01$) of maintained smoking cessation. These results imply that anxiety trait variable can be employed to maintain smoking cessation by perceiving nicotine addiction as a continuous stressing stimulus.

A third study evaluated the correlation between personality profile and motivation to quit smoking (48). Novelty seeking, persistence, and cooperativeness were correlated with higher motivation to quit smoking, while none of personality characters were associated with smoking relapse. Based on these studies, it is recommended to do psychiatric and psychological assessment before smoking cessation and to treat the comorbid psychiatric disorders such as anxiety and depression. In addition, motivational interviewing should be added to any smoking cessation programme, not only to maximize the success rate, but also to prevent relapse.

**Tobacco smoking control efforts in Egypt**

Several control measures and awareness programmes are being implemented to reduce the extent of tobacco use within the Egyptian population as follows.

**Health education programmes**

Youssef et al. (47) recommended that health education programmes should stress the adverse health consequences of tobacco by warning about the dangers before shifting to illustrate the benefits of cessation at any age. A later age of starting smoking has a major effect on potential cessation because those who are late initiators are less dependent on nicotine and more expected to give up smoking after a short duration (52). Therefore, it is important to put more effort into adolescents’ education about smoking. In a survey of secondary school students (53), it was concluded that for each risk factor and smoking behaviour, having an extensive tobacco health education had a beneficial effect. Knowledge was the strongest forecaster of whether or not the students were current smokers. Efforts to standardize educational outreach between females and males, in addition to increasing the level of exposure to information on the health risks of smoking, may help lessen the smoking prevalence among Egyptian adolescents.

**Warning labels on cigarette packaging and worksite smoking bans**

Shang et al. (54) analyzed the data, released by GATS, and found that for many low- and middle-income countries, the higher rates of exposure to worksite smoking bans, the higher the
odds of tobacco cessation (OR = 1.13, 95% CI [1.04 to 1.22]). Exposure to warning labels was found to be associated with a greater likelihood of recent cessation in Egypt (OR = 3.20, 95% CI [1.53 to 6.68]). Exposure to anti-smoking media messaging (OR = 1.08, 95% CI [1.00 to 1.17]), worksite smoking bans (OR = 1.11, 95% CI [0.99 to 1.26]), warning labels (OR = 1.03, 95% CI [1.01 to 1.05]), and cigarette prices (OR = 1.01, 95% CI [1.00 to 1.02]) were factors associated with higher odds of recent cessation attempts in the pooled analysis. The health warning on cigarette packets was a stronger motivation to stop smoking for current smokers who tried to stop smoking than for those who never tried to stop (50.3% versus 38.9%; \( P = 0.016 \)).

**Media and advertising**

One of the most efficient methods to deliver information to the public about the hazards of smoking is through mass media with its different platforms reaching a wide population range. In a study by Wakefield et al. (55), which covered 17 low- and middle-income countries, investigators tested five types of advertisements and found that three advertisements with graphic demonstrations performed consistently high across all countries. Two advertisements showed diseased body parts and one used a disgust-provoking metaphor to demonstrate tar accumulation in smokers’ lungs. A personal testimonial advertisement did more variably, as many smokers did not appreciate that the featured woman’s lung cancer was attributable to smoking or that her changed physical appearance was due to chemotherapy.

An advertisement using a visual metaphor for pulmonary disease was also more erratic, mostly due to lack of understanding of the term ‘emphysema’. Odds ratios (95% CI) in Egypt were as follows: acceptance of message (1.29, 95% CI [0.90 to 1.84]), personalized perceived effectiveness (1.91, 95% CI [1.37 to 2.66]), uncomfortable (2.53, 95% CI [1.93 to 3.31]), disgust (1.90, 95% CI [1.45 to 2.50]). This confirms the findings by Durkin et al. (56) that the ‘type of ad’ is the most important variable. Significant interactions between the type of advertisement and gender or parental status were found on the acceptance of message (all \( P \) values

\( P \)

As for the media outlets, Caixeta et al. (57) analyzed the data, released by GATS, and found that in Egypt, 65.3% of participants reported noticing anti-smoking information in the previous last 30 days in any of four media channels (television, radio, billboards, and newspapers or magazines), but mostly in TV (54.4%).

Strong graphic advertisements showing the negative health effects of smoking may be the most suitable for quick adaptation and broad population broadcast in low- and middle-income countries, while advertisements that feature personal testimonials or those with complex
medical terms or metaphors, are more variable and at least necessitate more careful pre-testing and adaptation to maximize their potential.

Government laws and policies

Government and health organizations should introduce new laws and bills for smoking cessation to improve public health. Public opinion strongly agrees with development of firmer legislation as found in a public health survey in Alexandria governorate by Youssef et al. (24). The majority of the interviewed subjects (98%) expressed support of the government in executing a 100% smoke-free indoor legislation in all public places and public transport. Another study found that nonsmokers preferred smoking restriction in public areas as the most suitable legislative action to fight smoking (93.2%).

The Global Adult Tobacco Survey (GATS) is a nationwide representative household survey that collects data on adult tobacco use and key measures for tobacco control. It was conducted in 16 middle- and low-income countries where more than half of the world’s smokers live, including Egypt. Multiple studies included in this review were secondary data analysis from the GATS results. To aid in the country-level implementation of effective interventions, WHO introduced the “MPOWER” actions (Monitoring tobacco use and prevention policies, Protecting people from tobacco smoke, Offering help to quit tobacco use, Warning about the dangers of tobacco, Enforcing bans on tobacco advertising, promotion and sponsorship, and Raising taxes on tobacco) to reduce the demand on tobacco in the countries applying the Framework Convention on Tobacco Control (FCTC) (2).

In 2011, Heydari et al. conducted a study to assess tobacco control strategies in 22 countries of the Eastern Mediterranean Region (EMR). Egypt scores were as follows: price of packet of cigarettes (17 out of 30), tobacco smoke-free public places (4.2 out of 22), national budget for tobacco control activities (9 out of 15), comprehensive ban on tobacco advertising and promotion (10 out of 13), health warning labels (8 out of 10), and treatment to help tobacco smokers stop (3 out of 10) (58).

Two years after adopting the MPOWER strategy in Egypt, Heydari et al. performed another study to assess the performance of tobacco control according to MPOWER policy. Their findings showed that after two years of implementing MPOWER policy in Egypt, tobacco control programmes are improving overall, although the desired results have yet to be achieved (59).

Although these efforts exist to control tobacco smoking, WHO predictions estimate that if these
efforts continue at the same intensity, around 31% of the Egyptian population will be smokers by 2025, compared to 22% in 2010. According to the data released by GATS and the Egyptian demographic and health survey, 43% of males and 1% of females are currently using tobacco. Considering WHO estimates, 63% of men and 0% of women will be smokers by 2025 (2,60).

In 2013, the World Health Assembly established the noncommunicable diseases (NCD) tobacco target, which contains a plan to reduce the current prevalence of tobacco smoking among persons aged >15 years by 30% in 2025. The 2015 WHO estimates state that Egypt will not achieve this goal by 2025 if it adopts the global NCD tobacco target. Further efforts are needed such as preventing smoking in private offices or restaurants, bans on advertising and promotion, requirements for large graphic warnings on cigarette packs, and reasonably high taxes (59).

**Discussion**

Based on our review of the literature, we found that most published studies and established smoking prevention programmes in Egypt are directed towards adults, while data on adolescent smoking are less prevalent. Prevention of smoking initiation in adolescents is essential since once adolescents start to smoke, the effects of prevention programmes reduce dramatically (52).

Also, most data in the literature about tobacco smoking in Egypt are centered on cigarette smoking, although other methods of tobacco use are widely prevalent in the Egyptian community such as shisha (waterpipe) and narghile. Most of the smoking prevention programs in Egypt depend on mass media. However, there are no studies to estimate the prevalence of smoking in the general population on an annual basis to investigate if these programs are successful.

Religious beliefs are prevalent in the Egyptian population; however, their effect on tobacco use behaviours is not adequately investigated in the current literature. Several studies reported that the prevalence of smoking is unacceptably high in Muslim countries, while anti-smoking legislation is poorly enforced in those countries (61,62). Several religious scholars in the Middle East have recently declared that tobacco smoking is prohibited (Haram); however, this declaration (Fatwa) needs to be conveyed to a wider population (63).

**Limitations**

The search strategy of this review was limited to studies in the English language. The data extracted from included studies were heterogenous in terms of measurement tools, timing of
collection, and setting of study implementation; therefore, pooling them would provide inaccurate total estimates. Moreover, we did not perform subgrouping by the method of tobacco smoking such as cigarettes, shisha, narghile, and waterpipe. Most of the included studies in this scoping review were cross-sectional or case-control studies. The main problems of these studies are possible bias and reverse causality. Cohort studies usually provide a more robust form of evidence to support temporal association between smoking and different medical diseases, but they are expensive. Most of the research in Egypt is self-funded, which might explain the popularity of cross-sectional studies.

**Recommendations**

Based on surveying the current literature about tobacco smoking status in Egypt, recommendations are suggested that should be addressed by health and law policy makers. These recommendations can be summarized in the following points:

1. Health care workers and family physicians, in particular, should be trained to deliver smoking cessation counseling, since the current literature indicates that the Egyptian health personnel are not well trained to offer such service to their patients (50).
2. Health education programmes should be standardized to reach a wide range of the Egyptian population and be delivered through mass media and school-based prevention programmes targeting high-risk adolescent groups (33). These programmes should also aim at educating Egyptian females, who are being targeted by tobacco companies under the false message of liberty and equality.
3. Governmental and health organizations should introduce new laws for smoking cessation and apply measures to enforce it (24).
4. Motivational interviewing and treatment of psychiatric disorders are essential elements of abstinence and relapse prevention (28).
5. Further annual studies are needed on the efficacy of smoking prevention programs and the objective of these studies should be extended to investigate the epidemiology of all types of smoking, especially narghile and waterpipe, since the current literature on these methods of tobacco smoking is deficient.

**Conclusion**

The prevalence of smoking in Egypt in 2010 is 22% and is intensively increasing. Highest odds ratios were reported for sibling, parent, and peer smoking, as well as exposure to Western media as risk factors for smoking in Egypt. Cardiovascular complications, bladder and GIT cancers, COPD, erectile dysfunction, and fetal malformation are common health complications of smoking in Egypt. Efforts to control tobacco smoking are available, but inadequate. Proper training of healthcare workers to help their patients stop smoking is a must. Health education programmes should be standardized and delivered through mass media and school based programmes to reach a wide range of the Egyptian population.
Summary of included studies

Le tabagisme en Égypte : revue bibliographique exploratoire de son épidémiologie et des mesures de lutte

Résumé

Contexte : Selon les rapports de l'OMS, la prévalence du tabagisme est en augmentation dans de nombreux pays en développement, dont l'Égypte. La présente étude avait pour objectif de synthétiser l'ensemble des données publiées dans la littérature sur le tabagisme en Égypte.

Méthodes : Une recherche documentaire sur ordinateur dans PubMed et d'autres revues égyptiennes pertinentes a été effectuée à l'aide de mots-clés. Les résultats des études extraites ont été compilés et discutés.


Conclusions : Le tabagisme constitue un problème de santé prévalent en Égypte, associé aux troubles cardio-vasculaires et aux tumeurs malignes. Une éducation sanitaire devrait être dispensée à travers les médias de masse et dans le cadre de programmes menés dans les écoles afin d'atteindre une frange importante de la population égyptienne.
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tدﺨﻴﻦ اﻠﺘﺒﻎ ﻓﻲ ﻣﺼﺮ: اﺴﺘﻌراﺾ اﺴﺘﻄﻠاﻌﻲ ﻟﻠدراﺴاﺖ اﻠﺴاﺒﻘﺔ ﺑﺸأﻦ وﺒاﺌﻴاﺖ اﻠﺘدﺨﻴﻦ وﺘداﺒﻴﺮ ﻣﻜاﻔﺤﺘﻪ

تﺎﺤﻔﻆ ﺗأداциально ﺗدراﺳاёт ﻣﺤﻤﺪ ﻛﻴﻠاﻨﻲ، ﻧدﻰ ﻣﺼﻄﻔﻰ، ﻋﺒﺪ اﻠرﺤﻤﻦ إﺒراﻬﻴﻢ أﺒوﺸوﻚ، ﻋﻤرﻮ ﺣﺴاﻦ، أﺤﻤﺪ ﻣﺨﺘاﺮ، أﺤﻤﺪ ﻣدﺤﺖ ﺑﺴﻴوﻨﻲ

Summary

Main information: The World Health Organization's reports indicate an increase in smoking prevalence in many countries, including Egypt. This study aimed to summarize the published studies on smoking in Egypt.

Results

PubMed search: A search was conducted using the keywords in the previous studies in the PubMed database. The results were summarized and discussed.

The prevalence of smoking was found to be significant among 44 countries in the world. However, smoking is still a major public health issue in Egypt. Efforts to control smoking should be made.

Discussion

Smoking is a major public health issue in Egypt. It is associated with cardiovascular and respiratory diseases. Efforts to control smoking should be made.

Conclusions

Smoking is a major public health issue in Egypt. It is associated with cardiovascular and respiratory diseases. Efforts to control smoking should be made.
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